PVT ANALYSIS AND
COMPOSITIONAL SIMULATOR

PVT studies have been developed to obtain the parameters
needed to describe the behavior of the fluids under different
pressure, temperature and composition conditions.
Sahara allows obtaining these PVT parameters in different ways
depending on the type of fluid studied and the available data. PVT
tables can be generated using correlations or importing external
data. It is also possible to load data from an analysis performed in
the laboratory, for validation purposes.
If a laboratory PVT analysis has been loaded, the Compositional
Simulator can be used to calculate all the PVT parameters from
the equilibrium constants at any pressure, establishing only two
parameters: the convergence pressure and a density factor.

The tool offers the possibility of generating tables with PVT
parameters. They can be used in other tools within Sahara to
take into account the variations that occur when considering
different conditions of pressure and temperature.

The Sahara PVT tool offers different ways to obtain
PVT parameters depending on the type of fluid
being studied, and to select the most appropriate
calculation option according to the information
available.
If the option chosen is to perform the calculation
with correlations, it is necessary to determine the
pressure domain in which the PVT parameters are to
be obtained. There is a function that helps generate
this range based on the maximum and minimum
values, by determining the interval. Additionally, it is
required to load some data associated with the fluid
and to select a correlation for the calculation of
each parameter.
If the option to load external data is chosen,
parameter values at different pressures can be loaded
so they can be used later in another Sahara tool.

Sahara proposes a wide variety of
correlations available for each parameter,
according to the type of fluid selected, which
can be used in the PVT table generation.

PVT - Calculation with Correlations. The image shows the PVT window set for the calculation of PVT tables with correlations, for a fluid
characterized as Gas Condensate.

When loading an experimental PVT, it is possible to validate the different types of experiments for each type of fluid. The charts show the consistency
check results for the differential liberation test and for the black oil separator tests.

If there is available laboratory information from the
different tests performed on the fluid, it can be
entered in the PVT window in order to validate the
tests and save the information for later use.
Depending on the type of fluid, the corresponding
tests will be enabled and a consistency check can be
performed for each of them.

If the fluid studied is oil or gas condensate, the gas
composition for each stage, in which gas is liberated,
can be entered.
For all the tables, the reservoir initial static pressure
will be highlighted in yellow and the bubble or dew
point pressure in green, as appropriate.

PVT - Experimental PVT Load. The PVT window is set to enter data of an experimental PVT of a fluid characterized as Black Oil, specifically in the
Constant Mass Expansion test tab.

Additionally, if working with an experimental PVT,
an adjustment with correlations or an adjustment
with equilibrium constants can be made.
If the workflow selected is the Adjust with
Correlations option, the most used correlations in
the industry will be available for each parameter. It
is possible to plot all of them or just a selection for
comparison purposes.
A chart will be displayed showing the evolution of
the selected parameter based on pressure changes,
and another cross-plot chart will compare the
experimental value with the estimated value for
each of the selected correlations.
A third bar chart will display the different errors of
all the correlations used for them to be compared:
average relative error, average absolute relative
error, standard deviation, maximum and minimum
deviation.
Adjustment with Correlations. This is the Adjust with Correlations
window for the oil volume factor.

Compositional Simulator. A traditional analysis carried out with the compositional simulator is displayed, in which the relative volume calculated in
the constant mass expansion test is used as the adjustment parameter.

The compositional simulator is based on the
adjustment of the convergence pressure to
determine the equilibrium constants, and in this way
to get the estimation of the PVT parameters. A
methane density factor can be used as an additional
parameter for the adjustment.

After making the adjustment, the PVT tables can be
saved for later use, as well as the adjustment itself
for further work.

The window shows equilibrium constants charts for
each component of the sample based on the
pressure, a crossplot comparing the estimated value
of the parameter with its experimental value, a
comparative chart of the experimental and
estimated value of the same parameter selected
based on the pressure, and a bar chart comparing
different statistics based on the relative percentage
deviation of the calculation.
The parameters that have been loaded in the
different tests of the PVT analysis can be adjusted
using our PVT tool. The Properties table shows the
options in each test, along with the parameters that
have been loaded in the experimental PVT. An
additional window can be used to display
simultaneously in multiple charts the experimental
values of the parameters and the values obtained
when adjusting the convergence pressure.

Multiple View Window. A chart is displayed for each parameter
selected in the Compositional Simulator window.
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